
Procurement Aces Addresses a Growing Need
for Civil and Military Aviation Supplies With Its
Standardized Parts Selection

Procurement Aces addresses a growing

need for civil and military aviation

supplies with its increased selection of

parts that meet varying industry

standards.

ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, May 24, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Procurement

Aces, a premier parts procurement

website owned and operated by ASAP

Semiconductor, is proud to announce

its commitment to addressing a rising demand for civil and military aviation supplies across the

industry through its continued efforts in expanding upon its selection of high-quality

components. Expanding upon a database that currently features over 2 billion new, used, and

Our commitment to offering

high-quality aerospace

standard parts ensures that

operators can rely on

Procurement Aces for all

their critical aviation needs.”

Joe Faruqui

obsolete listings, Procurement Aces aims to allow

operators across the aviation sector to find the parts they

need, all on a single, user-friendly platform.

The aviation industry has been experiencing consistent

growth over the past years with a rise in demand for

reliable and diverse parts, driven by the evolving needs of

both civil and military aviation operations. In response to

this rising need and projected growth of the industry,

Procurement Aces has strategically expanded its offerings,

one of its focuses being on components that meet rigorous industry standards. This includes

BAC standard parts, military standard parts, national aerospace standard parts, and other

aerospace standard parts that find use in varying applications.

BAC standard parts are those designed by Boeing to meet the stringent requirements they set

for aerospace manufacturing and maintenance, these parts being critical for ensuring the

reliability and performance of various aircraft systems. Procurement Aces' expanded inventory

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.procurementaces.com/nsn/part-category/
https://www.procurementaces.com/aviation/nas-standard/


includes a wide range of BAC standard

parts, ensuring that the online

selection can cater to the needs of

operators and maintenance crews who

require components that meet

Boeing's exacting specifications.

In addition to BAC standard parts,

Procurement Aces has increased its

selection of military standard parts,

which are essential for the

maintenance and repair of military

aircraft and other forms of equipment. These parts are designed and manufactured to adhere to

strict military specifications, ensuring they can withstand the demanding conditions often

encountered in defense operations. By offering an extensive range of military standard parts,

Procurement Aces supports military maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO) activities, helping

to maintain fleet readiness and operational efficiency.

National aerospace standard parts, another key category in Procurement Aces' expanded

inventory, are developed to ensure consistency and reliability across the aerospace industry.

These parts are widely used in both civil and military aviation applications, providing

standardized solutions that enhance safety and interoperability. With a continued development

of national aerospace standard part offerings, Procurement Aces moves to enable operators to

source components that meet industry-wide benchmarks for quality and performance.

Beyond these specific categories, Procurement Aces also offers a diverse array of aerospace

standard parts that cater to a broad spectrum of aviation needs. These parts are designed and

manufactured to meet various aerospace industry standards, ensuring they deliver the

necessary performance and reliability for critical applications. With its extensive inventory,

Procurement Aces helps operators find the right parts quickly, reducing downtime and

enhancing operational efficiency.

Once a purchase is made on the website, the team behind Procurement Aces manages all

aspects of logistics and shipment, ensuring that operations can resume their operations quickly

and efficiently. The company's dedication to customer service is reflected in the team’s

availability for consultation and support via phone or email, ensuring sourcing solutions and

expert guidance throughout the procurement process.

With its expanded selection of civil and military aviation supplies and a steadfast commitment to

quality and customer service, Procurement Aces continues to support the aviation industry's

evolving needs. By offering a comprehensive range of BAC standard parts, military standard

parts, national aerospace standard parts, and other aerospace standard parts, the platform

ensures that operators have access to the reliable components they need to maintain and

https://www.integratedaircraftparts.com/aviation/as-standard/
https://www.integratedaircraftparts.com/aviation/as-standard/


enhance their operations. If you are interested in learning more about Procurement Aces and its

range of offerings, feel free to visit https://www.procurementaces.com/ today. 

About Procurement Aces

Owned and operated by ASAP Semiconductor, Procurement Aces is a website where customers

across the globe can secure competitive pricing on civil and military aviation supplies that find

use in varying applications. With over 2 billion ready-for-purchase items listed on the database,

customers can explore options at their leisure while utilizing an online quote request service for

pricing information. See if Procurement Aces is the right choice for your operational needs when

you explore the website today.
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